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s the director of a malor umverslty transportatlon research center, I am honored and pleased
to have been included in this program in which
we are exploring the contributions that research can
make to the refocusing of transportation
knowledge
and planning practice It is actually quite rare that line
agencies or federal funding programs try to assess what
research can provide and what It cannot do But it is
Important to think strategically about research lust as
It Is to think about planning and pohcy matters that
hopefully
are informed and improved by good
research
It is probably useful to conceive of the world of
research as being analogous to a market like any other
market for goods and services. Wehave suppliers who
offer goodsand services for sale, research studies can be
thought of as a product hke any other commodity or
service; and those of us in universities, think tanks, and
consulting firms want to sell our research services lust
like other purveyors of good things
There are also potential consumers of research
results In our case, these customers include federal,
state, and local agencies, and private-sector purchasers
of research results. The sellers of research products have
Ideas, concepts, and perceptions of need in mind, and
the buyers of research, whomwe may prefer to think of
as sponsors, have research quemons in their minds We
therefore should understand research as the range of
act~vmes m which the two sets of interests
come
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together and are able to make a deal to actually get
something done.
At conferences like this one, the vast malorIty of particlpants are customers m this research marketplacemthe
people who labor to solve complex problems m the
world of policy and planning (e.g., public officials, consultants, or representatives of interest or advocacy
groups) The problems and issues that planners and policy makers address typically Include manydimensions-for example,technological, organizational, political, and
fiscal They involve conflmtmg oblecuves, such as provIdmgmore cost-effective transportation service at the
same time as minimizing environmental damage, prowdmg socmI and economic opportunmes to disadvantaged
populations, or promoting the political agendas of those
whopay our bills
Most people in these problem-solving roles make
decisions and promote progress by relymg on a very
wide variety of resources in support of their complex
assignments. They have to rely to a great extent on (a)
technical analysis conducted by their staffs, (b) modeling and software that are produced by consultants,
(c) federal regulations and rules, (d) critical comments
and advice from cmzens’ committees and elected
boards of directors, (e) skills and knowledgeacquired
from their own education, (D mformatmn from the
latest lournals and technical reports (when time permits), and (g) instinct,
experience, ludgment,
political pressures to guide them m pamcuiar sltua-
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tlons Researchers have to think broadly, mtegranvel),,
and synoptically so as to synthesize strands of insight
from many fields, studies, and experiences so as to
address their current questmns
People working in the pohcy world view research as
finding answers to their most immediate and pressing
questions ma short time An example of such a question
is "What could we do in this region to increase the
modal share of pubhc transit from 5 to 25 percent over
tile next 30 vearsa" I h~s is really not a quesnonthat is
amenableto a meaningful answer b.~ a researcher, but it
illustrates tile type of questions that Is often posed to
researchers by agency &rectors and other clients of
research Manyof the questions that were identified as
potentially pronusmgareas of research at the first refocusing conference in Washington, D C, had this characCer They were statements of the most pressing prob]ems
chat face reabworld decIsmn makers--for example, that
research is needed on ways to better engage the pubhc
m the planning process and how to more accurately
measure the effects of transportation investments on
econonuc development These are broad, strategic quesnons of great importance in pubhc pohcy, but are they
"eally effectwely addlessed by researcha
Most of us researchers, m um~ersmes,think tanks, or
consulting firms, entei this research marketplace for a
aumberof reasons First, we have an interest in somespecific body of knowledgeSecond, we believe that there ~s
a great deal more to learn mthat area, and third, we want
1:o sharpen and hone our knowledgein that area
Whereas policy requires synthesis, we specialize m
analysis Researchers are good at breaking problems
clown into component parts and looking at those parts
one at a time We’re not very good at building up complex answers by blending together a lot of component
parts Don’t ask a researcher to design a policy, but ask a
researcher to identify the lmphcatmnsof one dimension
of a policy m one specific context
Researchers specialize, and thus go deep and narrow,
m travel demandforecasting, traffic operations, geographic information systems, maintenance and replacement of pavements,
or transportation
demand
management Research in these areas tend to make us
not only smarter and more msightfuI but also narrower
:f you ask a researcher what is the most pressing
research need at the moment,he or she is likely to say
I hat fundmgis desperateN needed to study the distnbulion of error terms when the log normal form of the
multmommI[ogit model is applied to non-home-based
work-related raps)
We could say that the researcher comes to the
research marketplace wanting to gain more and more
knowledge about narrower and narrower subjects But
of course the logical consequence of trying to learn
more and more about ever more narrowly defined prob-
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lems is that, mthe hnnt. we wdl knoweverything there
is to know about nothmg The pubhc policy maker or
declsion maker who hopes to make better decisions
comesto the research marketplace wanting to gain a hitie more useful knowledge about more and more subjects But of course the logical consequenceof trying to
learn a little bit about a growmgnumber of issues is
that, m the hnnt, we will know nothing about everythmg There is danger m either going ever broader or
ever deeper
Somehowour process of defining resealch topics,
allocating funding, gamingsupport for research, writmgresearch proposals, and so forth, tries to start from
these different perspectives of fmdlng a meeting of the
minds so that a transaction can take place m tile
research marketplace You want me to offer the use of
myresearch background, skills, and data to solve your
pamcular, most pressing, current problem, I knowonly
a little about your pamcuIar problem, but I want your
moneyto address the problems that are of intellectual
and professional interest to me Webarter, negotiate,
and agree on the terms of a research contract In the
end, we are both dissatisfied because you fred mywork
too abstract, too lnteltectuaI, and not qtute specifically
helpful to your current and pressing problem, and I
find you unapprecmnveof the soplustlcated analysis I
have done
In a marketplace you can sometimes find quahty
goods and somenmes you can find lunk You can find
genuinely crafted products, and you can find cheap tmitanons There is often a demandin the marketplace for
each This is true in the marketplace for research as
weI1 Ver.~ often, I fred that people m the pubhc pohcy
arena want to call uponme as a researcher to "validate"
something that they know in thmr gut is true or to
"prove" that some particular approach to resolving a
problemis consistent with findings in the research literature Youare often most dehghted with research results
when they provide you with a vote of confidence for
what you instructively
know to be true, and declsmn
makers are often outraged and disappointed mresearch
results when they tend to suggest the opposite--that
somecarefully constructed pubhc policy is not hkelv to
achmve its intended and hope&for objecnves Fhere ~s
a natural humantendency to define research as good in
quality when it supports your preconceived nonons and
as "deeply flawed" when it does not
Yet researchers by nature are trained to be eternally
skeptical Weare always trying to test findings that
appear to be promising by trying out generahzatmns in
new circumstances and by testing the hmlts of what
appears to be true to fmd out the conditions under
which these generahzatmns are no longer true Often,
this proves enormouslyfrustrating to policy makersIt’s
easier to buy junk research---qmck and dirty studms that
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prove something we lntumvely know to be correct-than to stick with high-quality research that renlams
skepucal and goes ever deeper to try to test the limits of
truth I want to ilhlstiate this assumption by using as a
case the relationship between transportation and ec<)nomlc development Virtually every supporter of a proposed highway prolect,
a subway prolect,
a poit
expansion,
or an airport renovanon wants to make the
aigumentthat this prolect, if built, will contribute to the
economic we/lbeing of the area--that is, economic
development benefits will make the project worthy of
the costs, aim it will be an Investment in jobs, economic
efficiency, and so forth
Invarlabl?, research is commissioned to prove that
the economicbenefits of an intended prolect are indeed
significant
One of the most competent young
researchers in th~s field is MarionBoarnet, whois right
here at the Irvine campus I’ve studied his research
really carefully He has looked at a numberof studies of
economic benefits from highway and transit Investments, and his findings are rather disturbing -[hose
studies showing most unambiguously that highway and
transit investments create net economicbenefits tend to
be methodologically the most flawed The most thor()ugh and rigorously conducted studies raise the biggest
doubts The studies tend to show that most of the benefits are the result from re&smbutlons of economic
benefits that would have occurred elsewhere had the
prolects not been built, instead of as a result from the
creation of net benefits
In other words, the studies that give the answers that
are most desired by the policy makers are the studies
that are the weakest when criteria of good research are
applied to them Whenrigorous research is done, It
tends to be unable to sustain the conclusions that the
policy makers want most from the research This Inability tends to cause policy makers to prefer to fund cursory, shallow research that gives them results that
support their gut reactions, while at the same time,
decrying research that other researchers think of as brilliant but that decision makersfind indecisive or unhelpful There maybe a great market for schlock, while the
work of the true craftsman Is left on the shelf This
thought maybe very disturbing, but it is an extreinely
m~portant insight
By using the notion of a marketplace as a metaphor,
we might ask, Are there some principles that we can
bring to this marketplace that will help us makeit more
productive for both researchers and for those who are
engaged in pubhc policy inakmg~ What should we
expect is possible from research, and how can we get
research results that are more useful and more valid at
the same time and also more tunely~
I can think of a few general statements that I would
like you to consider as you conduct your workshopdis-
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cussions over the next few days These statements gro,~
out of this notion that ff there is a "market" for
research, there has to be, at some point, a meeting of
minds between the buyer and the seller to address ways
m which, I think and hope, these perspecuves can be
brought closer together
First, it is better to define research topics that aie narrow, bounded,and precise than to define topics that are
broad and general Researchers are unable to respond as
effectively to calls for general thrusts in research as they
are to specific requests for analyses and evaluations
Products of research are more useful when the funding
agencies are more clear and precise in formulating thmr
expectations from research I his task is hard to do, but
it is a mistake to place the burden for doing this on the
researcher alone
Second, there is far too little genuine evaluative
research being done m the fietd of transportation planning and policy Weare constantI~ Implementing new
concepts or applying older concepts in new contexts An
enormousamountof learning could take place if we did
genuine, unbiased evaluations of many more of those
applications To() manytransportation innovations ar~
unstudied, and perhaps even worse than that, too many
mnovatmns are evaluated in cursory and politically
motivated ways so that real lessons are not learned a~
all Wecannot admit our failures, so we pursue our self
interest by declarmg every experunent a success, and we
apply weak and self-serving evaluation techniques
Research would be more useful and valuable if we
fiinded truly independent evaluation studies of experiments "[he Federal Highway AdmmlstratIon and the
Federal Transit Administration could play an enormously valuable role if they insisted on truly independent and truly
rigorous
evaluations
of new
transportation prolects and services Examplesof these
prolects and services include land use impacts of capital
investments, social or econonnc effects of construction
programs, rail hnes, and commuterbus lines
Third, the development of new technolog); devices,
and materials are crmcaI parts of a transportanon
research program, but they must be complemented by
research on institutional and organizational issues m
transportation and on decision-making processes In
addmon, people who are interested in planning and
environmental Issues must insist that our research programs should be more balanced to mclude these softer
issues as well as the traditional harder topics I think
often of the really exciting work bemg done on smart
vehicle technolog); which blends telecommunicatmns
and transportation But as we go deeper and deeper into
lntelhgent transportanon systems research, we really are
not doing enough on the institutional
and orgamzatlonal aspects of these technologies Howhumanbeings
respond, how organizations respond, and how planning
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should respond to ITS are issues that are m enormous
need of research attention Engmeers think that the
technical &mensionsof these issues are the interesting
parrs, planners deny the significance of the whole
endeavor, and there is no meeting of the minds in the
crmcaI reahn of orgamzatlonal processes that promise
truc social progress
fourth, it is appropriate to set aside at least a portion
of our resonrces for research support for basic research,
for speculative
and exploratory
work, and for
researcher-mmated studies In comparison with other
fields, such as medicine, health scmnces, physics, and
chemistry, the chent agencies for research in transportatmn call for specific project-related products, and creanwty is not given a sufficient chance to blossom on the
bas:s of the mmatlvesof the researchers themseIves The
research in transportation is, by comparison with other
fields of endeavor, too muchdriven by crises, current
needs, and short-term interests Wesuffer from dtscontmumesand from lack of depth, because we are unwfllmg,~o sustain our research programs over a long period
of nme
Fifth, research m transportatmn has been less productive and less useful than tt could be, because the fimdlng
agencies don’t have sufficient "snck-to-it-tweness "
Studies are Initiated, and before they can be refined, perfected, and fully developed, they are dropped as we pursue other areas that have become more faddish We
discard the older topics before the researchers develop a
sufficient understandmg to make the results usable In
the 1970s, we had an active and a creative research program in travel demandanalysis and forecasting, and we
let it languish Now,someare trying to rebuild that program with the Travel Model Improvement Program and
are having an extremely difficult time The discontinuIties m this program have been enormous, and today we
are paying dearly for long lapses m our commitmentto
conduct ~esearch in this field
Sixth, [ would like to note that some areas of transportation research have been on the list of topics that
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need to be researched for decades Yet, we have fa,led to
create the marketplace m those areas to actually enable
a meeting of the minds between those mdwtduals who
need the results and those who might be wilhng and
able to do it
Once again, the first refocusing conference in
Washington identified a need for research m goods
movement Goods movement wllI be one of the malor
areas of growth in traffm, an area m which environmental policy wdl be pushing (diesel engines and pamcu[ates)
Every malor research
conference
on
transportation for the past 25 7years has hsted better
models, better data, better forecasts, and better anal~csis
tools for goods movementas a pressing research need I
would predict that this conference will do the same
thing But why have we not started a malor research
program in goods movement~ Why are there so few
prolects funded aitd so little to call on in tile way of
research results a Every orgamzatlon thinks that goods
movementts an important topic, but not one has the
responsibility to invest resources in a programor sees It
as a toDc for which ~t has a particular competmve
advantage In other words, no market exists in whmh
there are real suppliers of needed resources for research
on goods movementnor are there real bidders who are
pressing to do more research in goods movement
Fherefore, we remain content to give goods movement
research a place on our lists of things to do, but we
never get around to doing it
If you want to make a genuine contributmn to
research in the public interest over the next 3 or 4 days,
try to structure research and strategy programsfor creating markets in research Also, after we leave here, tr.,¢
to get your organization to becomeinvolved in creating
those markets in which clients and purveyors of
research might actually ineet Please commityourselves
to answering questions honestly and to intellectual rigor
and honesty in the research that you do in transportation Don’t be satisfied at this conference by lUSt making
lists of research needs Weneed muchmore than that

